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Abstract
This study focused on development learning of the entrepreneurship learning model into learning model characterized by constructivistic learning, in which this learning model employs students who are active, multi methods of teaching, and multi source of learning. Findings show that the product of constructivistic based entrepreneurship learning model is good. It means that product of portfolio-based entrepreneurship learning model is valid to use in the learning process of entrepreneurship lesson at Business Administration Department of Malang State Polytechnic. It is recommended that (1) lecturers who are teaching lesson of entrepreneurship should be given provision about constructivistic-based entrepreneurship learning model, and (2) For further development, this entrepreneurship learning model can be applied in other lessons.
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Introduction
Entrepreneurship is an integrative subject of three domains knowledge, skill & attitude. The learning strategy for this subject, therefore, can combine theoretical understanding, attitude and skill of an entrepreneurship. The objective of the learning is to prepare students to be entrepreneurs because the constructivistic learning is the most suitable approach, allowing students to see, experience directly and give meanings independently and practically to what and how the existing entrepreneurship in the society. However, so far the learning method applied in the university teaching and learning tends to lead to the classical one. The students are only exposed to subjects based on the Entrepreneurship Module, allowing them to obtain the learning materials only theoretically. Thus, the application of the Entrepreneurship for the last two years has not yet shown a significant impact on the alumni of the Business Administration Department of State Polytechnic of Malang.

The Statement of the Problem
a. How is the learning model development process of Constructive-Constructivistic-based Entrepreneurship Subject for the students of Business Administration Department - State Polytechnic of Malang?
b. How is the effectiveness of the learning model development process of Constructive-Constructivistic-based Entrepreneurship Subject able to increase the affective and psychomotoric domains of the students of Business Administration Department - State Polytechnic of Malang?

The Objectives
a. To improve the learning model development process of Constructive-Constructivistic-based Entrepreneurship Subject in order that it becomes attractive and facilitating as it applies an approach emphasizing on the active, cooperative, participative and reactive students.
b. To increase the acquisition of the affective and psychomotoric in Entrepreneurship Subject of the students of Business Administration Department - State Polytechnic of Malang in order to develop an Entrepreneurship and productive attitude.
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The previous Studies on the Learning Model Development
Banathy (1987) states that the criteria of the learning material development: (1) helps learners prepare an independent learning, (2) contains a comprehensive learning activity plan and enables a maximum response, (3) consists of a comprehensive learning content allowing to provide a learning opportunity to learners, (4) monitors all learning activities, and (5) provides feedback information to measure the learner’s progress.

The learning development of the Entrepreneurship applies Dick & Carey’s with the following considerations:

a. This model applies nine systematic and comprehensive steps, allowing to provide detailed guidance to the level of learning material production.
b. This model has a programmed learning format, so that it can be used for personal learning need.
c. The adoption of this model is based on the idea that the lecturer’s duty is as the learning planner, implementer, and evaluator.
d. This model refers to the system theory proven to succeed in military, industry and education.
e. This model can be used as an attempt to develop the learning materials in the intellectual skill, psychomotoric and verbal information domains so that it is very appropriate to develop the materials of Entrepreneur subject.

The Development Method of Learning System

The model shows a concept describing the real condition. Briggs (1978) stated that a model is a series of consecutive procedures to materialize a process. Based on both opinions, it can be concluded that the learning development model is a series of procedures consecutively done to develop the learning system.

This development should cover the structure of clear subject content and meet the applicable criteria for the learning development. It is in line with Mustaji’s opinion (2000) stating that the advantages of the learning tool product with the developed constructivistic approach will gain the following: a) Considering the differences/variations of learning styles, the range of attention-interest-preference, memory, early competence, individual intelligence of the students, b) Considering that gifted students tend to have a strong curiosity about many things, have initiatives and competence to study independently, think critically-flexibly-productively, c) Considering that students have social aspects and gifted students should be able to learn together with other students, d) Students are provided with freedom atmosphere to have self-control, and e) Applying the individualized instruction, a learning activity that refers to AECT (1996) consisting of basic elements: choice of various forms of learning, choice of learning material, choice of learning location, flexible time arrangement, considering the early competence of the learners and learner evaluation with various forms and in a flexible schedule.

Methodology

Development Model

The development model of this Entrepreneurship learning adopts the learning design model by Dick and Carey (1990), consisting of the following steps: (a) knowing the learning objective, (b) making the learning analysis, (c) knowing the input attitude and the student characteristics, (d) formulating the performance objective, (e) developing the pints of guideline reference test, (f) developing the learning strategy, (g) developing and selecting the learning material, (h) designing and doing formative evaluation, and (i) improving or revising the learning.

The Procedures of Constructivism-Based Entrepreneurship Learning Development

The constructivism-based Entrepreneurship learning design above consists of five phases of development procedures. The First Phase is determining the subject to develop. The Second Phase is identifying the syllabus of the subject to develop. The Third Phase is the development phase of the constructivism-based Entrepreneurship learning, consisting of seven steps, namely: 1) analyzing the learning need, 2) identifying the general objective of learning, 3) analyzing and identifying the input attitude and student characteristics, 4) formulating the specific learning objective, 5) developing the learning material, 6) determining the steps and strategies of learning to follow, 7) determining the tool of process evaluation and learning outcome. The Fourth phase is developing topics into the presentation of the constructivism-based Entrepreneurship learning consisting of 6 steps, namely 1) identifying the problems existing in the community, 2) selecting the problems for the class review, 3) collecting
information on the problems to review in the classroom, 4) making the constructivistic class, 5) constructivistic presentation (show case) and 6) reflecting on the learning experience. The Fifth phase is the try-out phase of the constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning design product, consisting of the expert review and the field try-out phase.

The Product Try-Out

Population and Sample of Try Out

1.a. Research Population
The population as the research subjects are the students of Business Administration Department of State Polytechnic of Malang in 24 classes, under the supervision of the National Education Department.

1.b. Research Sample
The sampling method for the product tryout is multi stage sample, a sampling method done in a series of steps with the following stages:
Stage I : The class determining based on the random sampling technique, a sampling technique by providing equal chances to each group (Zuriah, 2006).
Stage II : The sample group determining in each class by taking 4 students who are then grouped into 3 groups of learning abilities of very good, good and medium. This sampling is done based on cluster random sampling technique, a sampling based on the population group /class (Zuriah, 2006).
Stage III : The individual sampling is done by selecting 24 students, 12 of whom are taken from the experiment class and 12 from the control class. The sampling technique used is stratified random sampling, a sampling technique based on the population strata (Zuriah, 2006).

Tryout Design
The steps of the product tryout of this constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning development are as follows:

Development Stages
b. Individual Tryout
The individual tryout covers the instrument tryout and the implementation of constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning, which is explained as follows:
c. Small Group Tryout
The tryout of constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning model for the small group stage is done to 10 groups of second-year students (consisting of 5 groups of control classes and 5 groups of experiment classes, each of group consists of 3 students in the Business Administration. The tryout is done to individual in the even semester of 2009/2010 academic year in 16 meetings @ 90 minutes, including the test. Through this tryout, the researcher tries to find input on (1) the level of competence demanded as stated in the syllabus design distributed in the beginning of learning, (2) the clarity of the written instruction for assignment and test, (3) the procedure and evaluation criteria given by the lecturer, (4) the difficulties arising during the assignment and test, (5) the students’ perception on the constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning model, and (6) any significant improvement of the students’ affective and psychomotoric competences.
d. Field Tryout
The wider field tryout will be conducted to the students of Business Administration Department of State Polytechnic of Malang of 2015/2016 academic year in semester 4, of 2 classes (1 class of experiment group and 1 class of control group) in 16 meetings @ 90 minutes, with considerations:
a. The students have followed 3 semesters of the Entrepreneurship subjects.
b. The second-year students have more experience in the learning evaluation
c. The second-year students have more confidence in giving opinions
From all classes available, there are two classes selected based on the cluster sampling technique, with the following procedures:
• Classifying all the students according to their achievement in the Entrepreneurship Subjects. It consists of 4 (four) categories: A, B, C and D.
• Selecting randomly from each groups the categories for the behavioristic and constructivistic classes, 5 students of each.
• The experiment design used is Factorial Design with design category 5, namely Randomized Subject, Pretest – Post test Control Group Design.
Try Out Subjects
The tryout subjects of the research are the students of Business Administration of State Polytechnic of Malang following Entrepreneurship subject. This tryout involves two classes called constructivistic class (treatment group) and conventional class (control group). For this experiment research, the researcher tries to avoid any conditions that lead the research results to be biased by:

a. choosing the second year students because they have followed subjects supporting Entrepreneurship.
b. Applying clear evaluation weighting for assignments, active involvement, discussions and tests. Besides, this evaluation is done transparently so that the students can compare their competence with other students and also ask for an explanation from their lecturer about the grades they get.
c. Seeing the difference of the affective and psychomotoric competence of the Entrepreneurship subject both in constructivistic and behavioristic classes proportionally.
d. Making sure that the members of the groups have known each other so that they can work well together optimally.
e. Adapting the Entrepreneurship subject materials to the syllabus and making comparisons of the second year students’ competences based on the final grades of the Entrepreneurship learning and their scores on the interest in the learning process

This study tries to collect the primary data from the subject expert (lecturer), learning media expert and design expert and students in the forms of opinions, suggestions and discussions. The secondary data related to this research is lesson plans, syllabus, number of classes, students’ names, Entrepreneurship lecturers’ names and academic achievement of the third year students obtained through documentation and observations at Business Administration Department in Malang State Polytechnic.

Furthermore, to find out the affective and psychomotoric competence of the Entrepreneurship subjects in the last semester, the research collects the data of students’ achievement of Entrepreneurship students to provide an adequate discussion on the effectiveness of the model applied.

Data Collection Instrument
The instruments used to collect data are as follows:

a. Questionnaires, used to collect the following data:
The Personal Entrepreneurship Quality (PEQ), a non-test measurement tool on the Entrepreneurship quality level by using PEQ questionnaires. Instructions from the constructivistic-based Entrepreneurship learning model developed through the individual and small group tryouts. The reviews of the subject expert (lecturer), media expert and learning design expert The individual and group tryouts of students of Business Administration Department of Malang State Polytechnic. The interests of the students of Business Administration Department of State Polytechnic of Malang in the constructivistic learning model. This measurement should meet four conditions, namely, the expert’s approval, comprehension on the general instructions, being valid and reliable (Cronbach, 1980; Saukah, 2004). Besides the employment of the designed measurement tools in the form of assignment, test and field observation, the researcher also uses non-test measurement tools such as the clarity of the instructions at each learning stage of each classes.
b. Documentation, used for collecting data on lesson plans, syllabus, number of classes, students’ names, Entrepreneurship lecturers’ names and the samples of the second year students’ academic achievements.
c. Observation, used for collecting the data on the Entrepreneurship learning method available at the Business Administration Department of State Polytechnic of Malang.
d. Discussions with the subject experts (lecturers), the learning media experts, learning design experts, and students. They are used for collecting data for revisions and validation of the teaching materials, lesson plans, syllabus, learning method and evaluation system products (empiric) and constructivistic learning model.
e. The consultation with the subject experts (lecturers), learning media experts, and learning design experts that are used to collect data for revisions and validation of the teaching materials, lesson plans, syllabus, learning method and evaluation system products (empiric) and constructivistic learning model.

Data Analysis Technique
The data analysis used is as follows:

Content Analysis
This analysis is used for processing data from the interview and discussion with the experts, lecturers, and students and individual and small group tryout results. The content analysis is done by classifying information from qualitative data of input, opinion, criticism and suggestions for improvement in the questionnaire. The analysis results is used as the basis to revise the teaching material product.
Descriptive Analysis
The Quality of Teaching Product and Students’ Interest
This analysis is used for finding out the responses of the subject experts (lecturers), learning media experts, learning design experts and students on the quality of constructivistic-based Entrepreneurship learning model. The response score can be mathematically formulated as follows:

\[
\text{Percentage} = \frac{\text{Response x weight of each option}}{n \times \text{Highest Weight}} \times 100\%
\]

Given:
\(n\) is the number of statements.

Result and Discussion
Try out Data Presentation
a. Result Data of Need Analysis (Needs Assessment)
The need analysis data (Needs assessment) is obtained by collecting the questionnaires distributed to 46 respondents, including 4 subject lecturers and 24 second year students of 2005/2006 academic year of Business Administration Department of State Polytechnic of Malang. The question item on the need analysis covers: (1) Respondents’ interest on the computer software in general, (2) Needs of Entrepreneurship Subject Development to develop based on the Constructivism and to be used as the learning resources for the students of Business Administration Department of State Polytechnic of Malang, (3) The utilization of the constructivistic-based Entrepreneurship learning method, (4) The appropriateness of the design content in the Entrepreneurship subjects, and (5) the topics necessary and appropriate to develop.
b. The Data of Review Results of Subject Experts, Learning Design Experts, and Computer Experts, Individual, Small Group and Field Tryouts (Tryouts I, II, III, IV). The data collected from the subject subject experts, learning design experts, and computer experts, individual, small group and field tryouts from the development product are presented in Table 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Komponen</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Need Analysis</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Interest-Generating Material</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>85.25</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Prerequisite Test</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>77.45</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Learning Objective</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>85.25</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Discussion Content</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Exercise Items</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
The development of constructivistic-based Entrepreneurship learning method in fact can help achieve the academic competence and motoric skill in Entrepreneurship. From educational policy point of view, spare time as a self organized field of life is an indispensable learning environment. This learning environment offers a high educational value (e.g. development of self organizing skills, development of lifelong learning, development of social competence in the peer group) even if the appropriateness of the single activities is still disputed by parents and teachers (Hossel et al, 2002). Besides, the
constructivistic-based learning (project) bases on the constructivistic perspective, where learning is not purely stimulus-response phenomenon as the perception of the behaviorists. Then the project assignment selected and determined by the students is likely based on the conceptual knowledge they have had. In this context, the real activity done in the constructivisticism provides a learning experience that helps the reflection/abstraction and put the real life activities close to the underlying conceptual knowledge so that the academic knowledge develops more widely and deeply.

The advantages of constructivistic learning can also explained from the Constructive Learning theory. Shapiro (1994) states that the constructivistic perspective challenge the dominant view of knowledge acquisition, objectivism. The following categories are used to organize a discussion of feature of constructivistic view: (1) reality, (2) knowledge, (3) the purpose of knowing, (4) the role of learner and the role of teacher. Thus, constructivisticism-based learning has more opportunities to develop the students’ efforts to build the complex and rich memory representation and develop a strong relationship between semantic, episodic and action knowledge. This finding is line with the researches done by some researchers: Watson, Prieto & Dillon (1995), concluding that the concept comprehension on the discussion of the students learning through constructivisticism is better than those wo learn traditionally. Spinger, Sanne & Donovan (1999) concluding that the learning collaboratively in small groups in constructivistic with projects may improve the academic competence. Bragg & Reger IV (2000) conclude that the integration of the academic and technical (vocational) learning may improve the academic and technical competences. Thomas (2000) concludes that the constructivisticism-based learning improves the academic competence. While Simon & Houghton (2000) points out that cognitive mechanisms of the entrepreneurs according to textbook knowledge and not according to the entrepreneurs experience shows fails to explain it.

But the improvement of the motoric competence from the theoretical perspective can be explained with the Motoric Learning theory on the “development rate” of the motoric competence. Thus, this finding is in line with the research done by Knoll (2002) stating that the constructivisticism-based learning (project) improve the academic and technical competences. Santiyasa (2004) found a difference of concept comprehension between the students learning with the setting of Group Investigation (GI) cooperative learning and Student Team-Achievement Division (STAD). Thomas (2000) & Bragg & Reger IV state that the technical competence improves together with the academic competence from the learning that integrates the academic and vocational aspects. Atio and Hansen (2002) concluded that the constructivisticism-based learning (project) that integrates the academic and occupational domains will excel in the technical thinking achievement than that of the technical motoric competence. \textit{The equation (the format for the sub-heading level 3)}

Conclusions

Based on the results of the data analysis from the developer, important points related to the component of the constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning method are identified as follows:

a. Based on the results of the need analysis, it is concluded that the development of constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning method is very necessary by both the students and lecturers.

b. The components of the interest generating materials in the constructivisticism-based Entrepreneurship learning is to develop by considering the following: (1) using varied games, (2) creating energizer, (3) using the software business plan, and (4) making a proportional presentation composition (letters and pictures are not too small).

c. The components of Prerequisite Test and pretest needed as one of the business plan components are: (1) the sentences and language used should be simple and easy to understand, (2) the problem items given are sequenced from easy to difficult, but the presentation is randomly arranged.

d. The components of the Entrepreneurship Learning Objectives are arranged to refer to the (1) learning objective formulation, (2) results of the need analysis and the early students’ competence, and (3) objective formulation more rather than cognitive aspects.

e. The components of the Learning Material developed are (1) Presenting the relationship between topics, (2) Packaging the business plan materials as the main materials, (3) presenting the illustration and example to clarify the content, (4) Packaging the materials into games, energizer and business plan software to facilitate the students’ comprehension and efficiency in presentation.

f. The components of the problem items (1) are arranged as a form of evaluation for improvement of the learning material acquisition by the students, (2) arranged by prerequisites to learning achievement of a learning unit before the following unit, (3) arranged based on the difficulty level, (4) arranged with
reference to the main material, (5) is a combination of calculation and explanation exercises.
g. The components of Post Test (Summative) (1) are arranged as a form of the learning results after following the entire learning process, (2) are arranged based on the difficulty level, (3) are arranged in reference to the main materials learned, (4) are arranged with more calculation exercises than that of explanation.
h. The components of constructivism-based Entrepreneurship learning development product are tried out through five stages and revisions on the students and lecturers show very good and good results.
i. The business plan software is feasibly used as the alternative learning source and can be used in the real learning.
j. The learning system through the software business plan is very interesting, useful and facilitating to learning. With this system the students will feel the change of learning.
k. The business plan software is suggested for development in this subject because it helps the students in the Entrepreneurship subjects a lot. It is also possible for other subjects.
l. The business plan software as the result of this development is very good and feasible to be used as the alternative learning resources.

Providing the preparation for the Entrepreneurship subject lecturers on the Entrepreneurship learning method product from this research. It is advisable to allocate a week’s time in the end of semester especially for final learning evaluation in the form of field practice such as Grand Bazzar in the Selling Management, Entrepreneurship and Cocktail Party in English lessons
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